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The little sub-genre of “Yokohama prints” that flourished in the early 1860s was not

restricted to just depicting Yokohama and its foreign residents. Illustrations of exotic

animals brought in by foreign entrepreneurs—especially elephants, tigers, and

camels—also became categorized as Yokohama pictures.

At the same time, the woodblock artists also turned their talents to imagining the

far-away places from which the foreigners had come. Here, even more transparently

than elsewhere, their observations derived entirely

from illustrated Western periodicals. And, here

again, some of their representations were

imaginative to an extreme.

That scenes of foreign places were included under

the “Yokohama” rubric might seem to make little

sense at first. This make good sense, however, when

we keep in mind that “Yokohama” really operated as

a synonym for “the West” in these years.
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Scenes of Foreign Places

[Y0160] Washington, D.C.

[Y0163]“America” [Y0164] London

[Y0167] French port [Y0166] Holland N.S.W.

Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution

It is also illuminating to note that much that was associated with the Westerners in

Yokohama did not appear in these prints. Perry’s visits in 1853 and 1854, for example,

had inspired a great range of graphic responses on the part of Japanese artists.

“Portraits” of the Americans ranged from fairly realistic renderings to outright cartoons

and caricatures that conformed to the old stereotypes of “hairy barbarians.” Despite the

demonization of foreigners that was taking place throughout much of Japan in the

1860s, virtually none of this seeped into the Yokohama prints themselves.

This may have been commendable, but the obverse side of such generally flattering

treatment was romanticization. Here again, Japanese graphics depicting the Perry

mission offer a suggestive point of contrast. Particularly during Perry’s more extended

visit in 1854, many local artists took care to depict the full gamut of “representative”

foreigners that had suddenly landed on their shores. As a result, they produced a

collective picture that ran from the august commodore down through the ranks to the

lowliest seaman.

Although the Yokohama artists did include Chinese assistants and Indian servants, their

overall treatment of the “people of the five nations” was highly idealized and

homogenized. They focused attention on the merchants and traders, rather than the

ordinary seamen who were constantly entering and leaving the treaty port. They

averted their eyes from the disorderly riffraff that so appalled that early British diplomat

and early French traveler. They did not dwell on the “grog shops” or frequent public

drunkenness. There are no firearms in their portraits of the foreigners—although we

know from other sources that many of the foreigners kept pistols and rifles close by,

day and night, fearful that the anti-foreign agitation wracking the country might at any

moment spill into their own sheltered lives..

There are also no suggestions of religion in the “West” that is portrayed in the

Yokohama prints—in this case for understandable reasons. Although Christian

missionaries entered the treaty ports as soon as they opened, Christianity itself

remained proscribed until 1873. The foreigners were not permitted to preach, and the

artists would have faced punishment had they included any representation of

Christianity. That is why pioneer missionaries like James Hepburn, who compiled the

first Japanese-English dictionary, entered the country in capacities other than a
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“America” by Yoshitora, 1867 (detail)

[Y0163]

Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution

religious one—in his case, as a medical practitioner. But even this points to yet another

lacuna in the early prints: just as there are no ship’s crewmen and no saloon keepers,

there are also no doctors or other technical specialists.

Western technology was given due

recognition in the early prints, but

not obsessively. The great foreign

ships in the harbor naturally

commanded attention, as did

technological wonders such as the

sewing machine and camera. The

fabricated images of foreign

countries not only offered

renderings of Western

architecture, but occasionally also

populated the sky with large

manned balloons—a spectacle that

the 1860 Japanese mission to

America had witnessed in

Philadelphia.

Horse-drawn carriages also

intrigued the artists—as did a

conveyance, simple in the

extreme, that probably had its

genesis in the Yokohama treaty

port itself. This was the rickshaw,

which appeared on the Yokohama

scene in 1867 when an American

resident named Jonathan Goble

fashioned one of these two-wheel,

man-pulled vehicles as a way of

conveying his ailing wife. There may have been earlier versions of this outside Japan,

and the patent to manufacture the conveyance was obtained by several Japanese

entrepreneurs in 1870; but Goble laid claim to the prototype, and the eventual

“rickshaw” name came out of the Japanese coinage jinrikisha—literally, “person-power-

vehicle.” By the end of the century, the rickshaw was ubiquitous throughout Asia—and

commonly regarded by Westerns as a uniquely Oriental invention.

As Yokohama expanded and the swampy fields beyond the city’s original layout

became filled in, Western-style stone and masonry buildings appeared to capture

artists’ eyes—especially after a disastrous fire in 1866 paved the way for wide-scale

civic reconstruction.
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“Picture of the Prosperity of Mercantile Establishments along Nakad ri on the

Yokohama Waterfront” by Kuniteru II, 1870

[Y0090] Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution

In 1872, four years after the Bakufu had been overthrown, one of Commodore Perry’s

most spectacular gifts to the Japanese government in 1854—a quarter-size locomotive

with cars and a tiny track—was reborn, full-blown, as a symbol of the new “modern”

Japan. Constructed between 1870 and 1872, the first railway in Japan linked Yokohama

to Shinagawa in Tokyo, a distance of a little over 17 miles.
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Woodblock artists loved the new railway,

and their many renderings of it may,

perhaps, be seen as bringing the epoch

of Yokohama prints full cycle. A

charming print from 1872, for example,

reproduces the Yokohama-Tokyo train

schedule over a scene of a Japanese

woman in a rickshaw, with a train

crossing a trestle behind her and the

great ship-filled harbor behind the train.

“Railway Timetable”

by Yoshitora, 1872

[Y0184] Arthur M. Sackler Gallery

Smithsonian Institution
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A rather garish print from two years later calls to mind Sadahide’s 1861 masterpiece of

the bustling, newly opened harbor—full of foreign ships and flags, but this time

including not only a huge Western battleship but also a large locomotive belching steam

on the shore. Just two decades after Commodore Perry had pried feudal Japan out of

centuries-long seclusion, foreigners had become a fixture on the Japanese scene,

internationalism was the name of the game, and “Westernization” was all the vogue.

“Picture of a Steam Locomotive along the Yokohama Waterfront” by Hiroshige III, ca. 1874

[Y0182] Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution
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